Part II - Youthpass tools and methods
Backstage preparation

Igniting passion

Awareness of learning

Directing & planning

Reflection on learning

Youthpass islands
A ‘learning-by-doing’ team game to introduce Youthpass and the eight key competences for lifelong learning

Aims

· To introduce the eight key competences by way of a
‘learning-by-doing’ activity
· To introduce Youthpass and raise awareness of it as a tool for
self-assessment and recognition of non-formal education

· Max 24 people
Group

Space:
· Large room with eight tables/areas simulating the islands
Needs

Time
Material:
· Hard copies of the
Youthpass-Por ts (one per group)
· Task cards (competences)
· One eight-sided die
· Coloured markers
· Masking tape
· Cardboard
· Two decks of cards
· Handout with card game instructions
· Handouts with maths problem
· Tangram game

· Plasticine
· Paper
· Coloured paper
· Glue
· Stamp & ink (to validate the passport)
· Scissors
· Computer
· Computer, data projector and
internet connection to show the
Youthpass website and online
resources

Preparation:
· Set up eight workstations. Use tables or mark out eight islands (with
masking tape) on the floor, corresponding to the eight key competences.
· Place one task card and the necessar y materials and equipment on each
island, as described on each task card.
· Set up a ‘passpor t control office’ (a table and a chair) for the facilitator
to stamp the Youthpass-Por ts and administer the eight-sided die.
People:
Two facilitators. One stays at the ‘passpor t control office’ and the other
checks on the different groups to assist them. The latter should be able to
answer procedural questions about the game.
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· 90 mins

Youthpass islands 5
Identifying & documenting

Describing outcomes

Introducing Youthpass

Role of facilitator

The objective of the game is for each team to get their ‘Youthpass-Por ts’ stamped, after visiting as
many islands as possible and fulfilling cer tain tasks related to each one of the eight key competences.
Step by step · Divide the par ticipants into groups of 3-5 people.
· Ask each group to choose a team name.
· Give one Youthpass-Por t to each group.
· Explain the objective of the game: The objective of the game is to get the passpor t stamped with the
eight different island icons within 45 minutes. Each icon represents one key competence. Do not tell
them yet that they do not need to get all the stamps (keep this for the debriefing).
· Explain that there is a passpor t control office where they will get their Youthpass-Por ts stamped once
they have visited an island and completed at least one of the tasks as a team (there are three tasks
on each island card). After getting the stamp, they will roll the die to continue with their journey.
· Stay in the ‘passpor t control office’ with the stamp and the die.
· Once they roll the die, they go to the island with the task card that matches the icon on the die. If
there is another team on the island, they have to roll the die again until they find a vacant island they
have not visited before.
· The game ends when the time is up or when one of the teams has obtained the eight stamps.
· Gather the par ticipants in plenar y for the debriefing.
· During the debriefing, focus on the game and its relevance to the competences and the project.
· Discuss with the participants how the eight competences are related to the Youthpass and show samples
of Youthpass cer tificates, focusing on the competences par t (use computer equipment, if available).

Debriefing

Key competences
· How many stamps have you got?
· Is there a winner or a loser?
· What was the goal of this activity?
· Can you get all the stamps?
· Should you get all the stamps?
· Would you prefer to stay on a cer tain island
for longer?

Recognition
· Why was it impor tant to get a stamp from the
‘authorities’?
· Did he/she check to see if your task was
accomplished or not?
· Point out: self-assessment/guidance, learning
process.

· This activity is especially suitable for young people who enjoy learning through games and may have
difficulties grasping ver y theoretical concepts in a traditional learning environment.
Adaption
· As the first par t is a learning-by-doing activity, it can be adapted to almost any context by adapting
the tasks according to the par ticipants' needs (drawing instead of writing or speaking, translating the
task cards, etc.).
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Tips

· During the debriefing, it is ver y impor tant to focus on the guiding questions, to make it clear that
the real task is learning the competences we are interested in. It is not necessar y to get all the
stamps unless that is our goal. The activity is also intended as a group-building activity and
par ticipants should be encouraged to do the tasks as a group.
· This activity is linked to the ‘Captain’s Log’ activity and they can be run together or separately.
· The Youthpass Islands activity can be done either at the beginning of a training course, to introduce
the eight key competences, or at the end, to link par ticipants’ learning outcomes to the key
competences.

Handouts

Material available for download from SALTO Tool Box:
· Hard copies of the Youthpass-Por ts
· Task cards (competences)
· Eight-sided die
http://www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/1223.html
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Created by Juan Ratto-Nielsen, SALTO Tool Box: www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/1223.html
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